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Langan reclaims neo-colonialism as an analytical force for
making sense of the failure of ‘development’ strategies in many
African states in an era of free market globalisation. Eschewing
polemics and critically engaging the work of Ghana’s first
President – Kwame Nkrumah – the book offers a rigorous
assessment of the concept of neo-colonialism. It then
demonstrates how neo-colonialism remains an impediment to
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genuine empirical
poverty reduction in Africa
today. It does this through examination of corporate
interventions; Western aid-giving; the emergence of ‘new’
donors such as China; EU-Africa trade regimes; the
securitisation of development; and the UN Sustainable
Development Goals. Throughout the chapters, it becomes clear
that the current challenges of African development cannot be
solely pinned on so-called neo-patrimonial elites. Instead it
becomes imperative to fully acknowledge, and interrogate,
corporate and donor interventions which lock many poorer
countries into neo-colonial patterns of trade and production. The
book provides an original contribution to studies of African
political economy, demonstrating the on-going relevance of the
concept of neo-colonialism, and reclaiming it for scholarly
analysis in a global era.Instant New York Times bestseller
“Howard Zinn on acid or some bullsh*t like that.” —Tim
Heidecker The creators of the cult-hit podcast Chapo Trap
House deliver a manifesto for everyone who feels orphaned and
alienated—politically, culturally, and economically—by the
lanyard-wearing Wall Street centrism of the left and the lizardbrained atavism of the right: there is a better way, the Chapo
Way. In a guide that reads like “a weirder, smarter, and
deliciously meaner version of The Daily Show’s 2004 America
(The Book)” (Paste), Chapo Trap House shows you that you don’t
have to side with either sinking ships. These self-described
“assholes from the internet” offer a fully ironic ideology for all
who feel politically hopeless and prefer broadsides and tirades to
reasoned debate. Learn the “secret” history of the world,
politics, media, and everything in-between that THEY don’t want
you to know and chart a course from our wretched present to a
utopian future where one can post in the morning, game in the
afternoon, and podcast after dinner without ever becoming a
poster, gamer, or podcaster. A book that’s “as intellectually
serious and analytically original as it is irreverent and funny”
(Glenn Greenwald, New York Times bestselling author of No
Place to Hide) The Chapo Guide to Revolution features
illustrated taxonomies of contemporary liberal and conservative
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biographies
of important
thought leaders, “never
before seen” drafts of Aaron Sorkin’s Newsroom manga, and the
ten new laws that govern Chapo Year Zero (everyone gets a dog,
billionaires are turned into Soylent, and logic is outlawed). If
you’re a fan of sacred cows, prisoners being taken, and holds
being barred, then this book is NOT for you. However, if you feel
disenfranchised from the political and cultural nightmare we’re
in, then Chapo, let’s go…Mexico in Revolution, 1912-1920With
the advent of William III of Orange as Captain-General of the
Union, the Dutch introduced revolutionary changes in military
organisation (reforms adopted by the English army) and
established an efficient standing army capable of withstanding
attacks by Louis XIV of France. --Book Jacket.Records show that
the Chinese invented gunpowder in the 800s. By the 1200s they
had unleashed the first weapons of war upon their unsuspecting
neighbours. This extraordinarily ambitious book traces the
history of that invention and its impact on the surrounding Asian
world - Korea, Japan, South East Asia and South Asia - from the
ninth through the twentieth century. As the book makes clear,
the spread of war and its technology had devastating
consequences on the political and cultural fabric of those early
societies although each reacted very differently. The book, which
is packed with information about military strategy, interregional
warfare and the development of armaments, also engages with
the major debates and challenges traditional thinking on
Europe's contribution to military technology in Asia. Articulate
and comprehensive, this book will be a welcome addition to the
undergraduate classroom and to all those interested in Asian
studies and military history.From a highly decorated general, a
brilliant new way of understanding war and its role in the twentyfirst century. Drawing on his vast experience as a commander
during the first Gulf War, and in Bosnia, Kosovo, and Northern
Ireland, General Rupert Smith gives us a probing analysis of
modern war. He demonstrates why today’s conflicts must be
understood as intertwined political and military events, and
makes clear why the current model of total war has failed in
Iraq, Afghanistan, and other recent campaigns. Smith offers a
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for how to secure our world and
the consequences of ignoring the new, shifting face of war.The
Chinese invented gunpowder and began exploring its military
uses as early as the 900s, four centuries before the technology
passed to the West. But by the early 1800s, China had fallen so
far behind the West in gunpowder warfare that it was easily
defeated by Britain in the Opium War of 1839–42. What
happened? In The Gunpowder Age, Tonio Andrade offers a
compelling new answer, opening a fresh perspective on a key
question of world history: why did the countries of western
Europe surge to global importance starting in the 1500s while
China slipped behind? Historians have long argued that
gunpowder weapons helped Europeans establish global
hegemony. Yet the inhabitants of what is today China not only
invented guns and bombs but also, as Andrade shows, continued
to innovate in gunpowder technology through the early
1700s—much longer than previously thought. Why, then, did
China become so vulnerable? Andrade argues that one
significant reason is that it was out of practice fighting wars,
having enjoyed nearly a century of relative peace, since 1760.
Indeed, he demonstrates that China—like Europe—was a
powerful military innovator, particularly during times of great
warfare, such as the violent century starting after the Opium
War, when the Chinese once again quickly modernized their
forces. Today, China is simply returning to its old position as one
of the world's great military powers. By showing that China’s
military dynamism was deeper, longer lasting, and more quickly
recovered than previously understood, The Gunpowder Age
challenges long-standing explanations of the so-called Great
Divergence between the West and Asia.This book presents ten
selections from the most important scholarship on the French
Revolution over the past quarter century, introduced and
contextualized for student readers. Historians typically
categorize the historiography of the French Revolution
according to each author's approval or disapproval of the
Revolution, political agenda (for example Marxist, liberal,
conservative, or feminist), or methodology (for example social,
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political, or
cultural history).
book demonstrates the
inadequacy of these categories of analysis for a nuanced
understanding of the Revolution and emphasizes the surprising
connections between historians typically seen simply as
opponents in a debate. In its thorough introduction, The French
Revolution: The Essential Readings demonstrates the success of
an eclectic, interdisciplinary approach to this central period in
modern European history and the larger relevance of the
historiography to the humanities more generally.The debate
about the "Military Revolution" has been one of the most
controversial and exciting areas of discussion and research in
the fields of early modern European history and military history.
Scholars have long sought to explain the massive changes in
European military techniques and technologies that took place
between the end of the Middle AGeneral Arthur MacArthur’s
extraordinary life spans the history of the United States from the
Civil War through the Indian Wars to the Spanish-American War
and the heyday of American imperialism in the Philippines. And
in a sense, as the father of Douglas MacArthur, his influence
extends well into our own century. The General’s General is the
first biography of Arthur MacArthur, and it clearly establishes
his importance in American history. Arthur MacArthur’s military
career began as a scrawny seventeen-year-old lieutenant, his
commission owed not to any evidence of his ability but to family
connections. His squeaky voice, barely audible on the parade
field, combined with an adolescent conception of proper military
bearing to make the young officer an object of ridicule. But
MacArthur overcame this bad start and went on to become a
bona fide Civil War hero. The youngest regimental commander
of the war, he led his troops with distinction in battle and
became one of the very first officers to be awarded the
congressional Medal of Honor. In the 1870s MacArthur served in
forts in the West during the Indian Wars, married “Pinkyâ€
Hardy, and started a family. He next commanded a division in
the Philippines during the Spanish-American War. MacArthur
went on to become the governor-general of the Philippines—the
most imperial post in that blatantly imperialistic period of
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American history.
His
blunt opposition
to aspects of
Washington’s colonial policy in the Philippines led to a series of
conflicts with Taft, McKinley, and other civilian authorities. After
his return to the United States in 1907, these same leaders
blocked MacArthur’s appointment as chief of staff of the army.
Instead, an embittered MacArthur was forced to retire. The
MacArthur family, including Douglas, never forgave the
powerful men who had thwarted Arthur in his greatest ambition
and denied him his place in history. After one of the most
distinguished careers in the history of the U.S. Army, Arthur
MacArthur died in relative obscurity while delivering a speech at
the fiftieth reunion of his original Civil War regiment. A man
whose whole life had been soldiering left instructions forbidding
a military funeral and asking to be buried in civilian clothes
rather than in the uniform he had worn so proudly from the age
of seventeen. MacArthur died too soon to witness the military
exploits of his famous son. But there can be no doubt that Arthur
made a profound impression on Douglas, who regarded the
general with awe and spent much of his own life following in his
father’s footsteps. Arthur MacArthur had spent his life striving
to be a soldier’s soldier; in the end it can be truly said that he
was the general’s general.Studies the changes that have marked
war in the Western World since the thirteenth century.A
description of the awesome army commanded by Sun Pin, a
direct descendent of the legendary Sun Tzu. This translation
comments on Sun Pin's life and times. It analyzes in detail Sun
Pin's tactics in battles, and compares his strategic thinking with
that of Sun Tzu."The magnum opus of one of America's most
respected military historians, "The Art of War in the Western
World" has earned its place as the standard work on how the
three major operational components of war - tactics, logistics,
and strategy - have evolved and changed over time. This
monumental work encompasses 2,500 years of military history,
from infantry combat in ancient Greece through the dissolution
of the Roman Empire to the Thirty Years' War and from the
Napoleonic campaigns through World War II, which Jones sees
as the culmination of modern warfare, to the Israeli-Egyptian
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War of 1973".The
seventeenth
century has long been seen as a
period of 'crisis' or transition from the pre-modern to the modern
world. This book offers a chance to explore this crisis from the
perspective of war and military institutions in a way that should
appeal to those doing global history. By placing 17th century
warfare in a global context, Black challenges conventional
chronologies and permits a reappraisal of the debate over what
has been seen as the Military Revolution of the early-modern
period. The book discusses war with regard to strategic cultures,
assesses military capability in terms of tasks and challenges
faced and attaches styles of warfare to their social and political
contexts. Genuinely global in range, this up-to-date and wideranging account provides fresh historiographical insights into
this crucial period in world history.During the brutal and
destructive King Philip's War, the New England Indians
combined new European weaponry with their traditional use of
stealth, surprise, and mobility.NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
“An elegant synthesis done by the leading scholar in the field,
which nicely integrates the work on the American Revolution
over the last three decades but never loses contact with the
older, classic questions that we have been arguing about for
over two hundred years.”—Joseph J. Ellis, author of Founding
Brothers A magnificent account of the revolution in arms and
consciousness that gave birth to the American republic. When
Abraham Lincoln sought to define the significance of the United
States, he naturally looked back to the American Revolution. He
knew that the Revolution not only had legally created the United
States, but also had produced all of the great hopes and values
of the American people. Our noblest ideals and aspirations-our
commitments to freedom, constitutionalism, the well-being of
ordinary people, and equality-came out of the Revolutionary era.
Lincoln saw as well that the Revolution had convinced
Americans that they were a special people with a special destiny
to lead the world toward liberty. The Revolution, in short, gave
birth to whatever sense of nationhood and national purpose
Americans have had. No doubt the story is a dramatic one:
Thirteen insignificant colonies three thousand miles from the
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fought off British rule to become,
in fewer than three decades, a huge, sprawling, rambunctious
republic of nearly four million citizens. But the history of the
American Revolution, like the history of the nation as a whole,
ought not to be viewed simply as a story of right and wrong from
which moral lessons are to be drawn. It is a complicated and at
times ironic story that needs to be explained and understood, not
blindly celebrated or condemned. How did this great revolution
come about? What was its character? What were its
consequences? These are the questions this short history seeks
to answer. That it succeeds in such a profound and enthralling
way is a tribute to Gordon Wood’s mastery of his subject, and of
the historian’s craft.A new reading of Machiavelli’s major works
that demonstrates how he has been previously misread To what
extent was Niccolò Machiavelli a “Machiavellian”? Was he an
amoral adviser of tyranny or a stalwart partisan of liberty? A
neutral technician of power politics or a devout Italian patriot? A
reviver of pagan virtue or initiator of modern nihilism? Reading
Machiavelli answers these questions through original
interpretations of Machiavelli’s three major political works—The
Prince, Discourses, and Florentine Histories—and demonstrates
that a radically democratic populism seeded the Florentine’s
scandalous writings. John McCormick challenges the misguided
understandings of Machiavelli set forth by prominent thinkers,
including Jean-Jacques Rousseau and representatives of the
Straussian and Cambridge schools, and he emphasizes the
fundamental, often unacknowledged elements of a vibrant
Machiavellian politics. Advancing fresh readings of Machiavelli’s
work, this book presents a new outlook on how politics should be
conceptualized and practiced.Cokie Roberts's number one New
York Times bestseller, We Are Our Mothers' Daughters,
examined the nature of women's roles throughout history and
led USA Today to praise her as a "custodian of time-honored
values." Her second bestseller, From This Day Forward, written
with her husband, Steve Roberts, described American marriages
throughout history, including the romance of John and Abigail
Adams. Now Roberts returns with Founding Mothers, an
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intimate and
illuminating
look at
the fervently patriotic and
passionate women whose tireless pursuits on behalf of their
families -- and their country -- proved just as crucial to the
forging of a new nation as the rebellion that established it. While
much has been written about the men who signed the
Declaration of Independence, battled the British, and framed the
Constitution, the wives, mothers, sisters, and daughters they left
behind have been little noticed by history. Roberts brings us the
women who fought the Revolution as valiantly as the men, often
defending their very doorsteps. While the men went off to war or
to Congress, the women managed their businesses, raised their
children, provided them with political advice, and made it
possible for the men to do what they did. The behind-the-scenes
influence of these women -- and their sometimes very public
activities -- was intelligent and pervasive. Drawing upon
personal correspondence, private journals, and even favored
recipes, Roberts reveals the often surprising stories of these
fascinating women, bringing to life the everyday trials and
extraordinary triumphs of individuals like Abigail Adams, Mercy
Otis Warren, Deborah Read Franklin, Eliza Pinckney, Catherine
Littlefield Green, Esther DeBerdt Reed, and Martha Washington
-- proving that without our exemplary women, the new country
might never have survived. Social history at its best, Founding
Mothers unveils the drive, determination, creative insight, and
passion of the other patriots, the women who raised our nation.
Roberts proves beyond a doubt that like every generation of
American women that has followed, the founding mothers used
the unique gifts of their gender -- courage, pluck, sadness, joy,
energy, grace, sensitivity, and humor -- to do what women do
best, put one foot in front of the other in remarkable
circumstances and carry on.[In this book, the author's] analysis
of the effects and causes of capitalist underdevelopment in Latin
America present [an] account of Latin American history. [The
author] shows how foreign companies reaped huge profits
through their operations in Latin America. He explains the
politics of the Latin American bourgeoisies and their
subservience to foreign powers, and how they interacted to
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create increasingly
capitalist
societies in Latin
America.-Back cover.This book offers a substantial
reconsideration of early modern warfare and its relationship to
the power of the state.Many modern conservatives and feminists
trace the roots of their ideologies, respectively, to Edmund
Burke (1729-1797) and Mary Wollstonecraft (1759-1797). Here,
according to the author Burke is misconstrued if viewed as
mainly providing a warning about the dangers of attempting to
turn utopian visions into political reality.A quarter century after
its end, the Vietnam War still divides Americans. Some, mostly
on the left, claim that Indochina was of no strategic value to the
United States and was not worth an American war. Others,
mostly on the right, argue that timid civilian leaders and
defeatists within the media fatally undermined the war effort.
These "lessons of Vietnam" have become ingrained in the
American consciousness, at the expense of an accurate
understanding of the war itself. In this groundbreaking
reinterpretation of America's most disastrous and controversial
war, Michael Lind demolishes the stale orthodoxies of the left
and the right and puts the Vietnam War in its proper context -as part of the global conflict between the Soviet Union and the
United States. The Cold War, he argues, was actually the third
world war of the twentieth century, and the proxy wars in Korea,
Vietnam, and Afghanistan were its major campaigns. Unwilling
to engage each other in the heart of Europe, the superpowers
played out their contest on the Asian front, while the rest of the
world watched to see which side would retreat. As Lind shows,
the Soviet Union and Communist China recognized the
importance of Vietnam in this struggle and actively supported
the North Vietnamese regime from its earliest days, a fact that
was not lost on the strategic planners within the Kennedy,
Johnson, and Nixon administrations. Lind offers a provocative
reassessment of why the United States failed in Vietnam despite
the high stakes. The ultimate responsibility for defeat lies not
with the civilian policy elite nor with the press but with the
military establishment, which failed to adapt to the demands of
what before 1968 had been largely a guerrilla war. The high
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misguided
approach in American and
Vietnamese lives sapped the support of the American people for
the U.S. commitment to Indochina. Even worse, the costs of the
war undermined American public support for the Cold War on all
fronts. Lind masterfully lays bare the deep cultural divisions
within the United States that made the Cold War consensus so
fragile and shows why it broke apart so easily. The consequence
of U.S. military failure was thus the forfeiture of Indochina, a
resurgence of American isolationism, and a wave of Soviet
imperial expansion checked only by the Second Cold War of the
1980s. The New York Times has written of Michael Lind that he
"defies the usual political categories of left and right, liberal and
conservative." And in an era when the United States so often
finds itself embroiled in prolonged and difficult conflicts -- in
Kosovo, Bosnia, and Iraq -- Lind offers a sobering cautionary tale
to Americans of all political viewpoints.This book brings
together, for the first time, the classic articles that began and
have shaped the debate about the Military Revolution in early
modern Europe, adding important new essays by eminent
historians of early modern Europe to further this important
scholarly interchange.Key military developments occurred in the
Early Modern period, during which armies evolved from troops
of medieval knights to Napoleon's mass levies. Firearms
impelled change, necessitating new battlefield tactics and
fundamentally altering siege and naval warfare. The size and
cost of military forces expanded enormously, and new standing
armies underpinned the growing absolutist power of princes.
Academic experts from both sides of the Atlantic review these
developments, discussing the medieval legacy, Spain, the
Ottoman Turks, the Thirty Years War, Prussia, the ancien régime
and the Napoleonic Wars, together with sea power, the
American Revolution and warfare outside the West.Well before
the Industrial Revolution, Europe developed the superior
military potential and expertise that enabled her to dominate the
world for the next two centuries. In this attractively illustrated
and updated edition, Geoffrey Parker discusses the major
changes in the military practice of the West during this time
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armies, creation of superior
warships, the role of firearms--and argues that these major
changes amounted to a "military revolution" that gave
Westerners a decided advantage over people of other continents.
A new chapter addresses the controversies engendered by the
previous edition.This new study of Napoleon emphasizes his ties
to the French Revolution, his embodiment of its militancy, and
his rescue of its legacies. Jordan's work illuminates all aspects of
his fabulous career, his views of the Revolution and history, the
artists who created and embellished his image, and much of his
talk about himself and his achievements.The achievements of
Greek cavalry - hippeis - on the field of battle should be
legendary. However, in most military histories of ancient Greece,
the hoplite has received by far the most attention and praise.
The modern preoccupation with the heavy infantry of Greece has
led to a disregard of the important role played by cavalry. This
book is the first to trace the history of Greek cavalry and offers a
startling reassessment of the place of mounted troops in ancient
Greek warfare. The first tentative steps toward creating cavalry
began as early as the Mycenaean period. Around 1400 B.C., the
Greeks began to mount warriors on horseback. The original
intent was to gain mobility rather than power on the battlefield.
But even at this early stage, some hippeis were equipped to fight
mounted and were employed for their "shock" effect in battle.
The early Archaic period saw the hippeis emerge preeminent on
the battlefields of the Greek world. Cavalry played an important
role in the first Messenian War and was decisive in the Lelantine
War. Success led to specialization - heavy cavalry, light cavalry,
and dragoons. Although the dominance of the hippeis was
gradually eroded by the advent of the hoplite and the phalanx,
the employment of cavalry actually increased in the Classical
period. Boeotia, Athens, and Syracuse all fielded formidable
mounted forces that played a vital role in the Peloponnesian
War. Xenophon's mounted units enabled the "Ten Thousand" to
escape the Persians and permitted Agesilaus to conduct a
successful campaign in Asis Minor. Epaminondas used the
charge of the Theban horse to open the fighting and gain
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victories atEurope
the battles
of Leuctra
and Mantinea. Philip and
Alexander used their cavalry as the "hammer" of the Macedonian
army in campaigns that won them dominance of Greece and
crushed the Persian Empire. Leslie Worley's Hippeis restores the
skilled horsemen of Greece to their rightful position in the
history of the ancient world.Hall details the efforts of armorers
across Europe as they experimented with a variety of gunpowder
recipes and gunsmithing techniques, and he examines the
integration of new weapons into the existing structure of
European warfare.The Battle of the Atlantic was the single most
important campaign of the war. Allied success in Europe
depended on massive movements of ships, men and matériel
across the Atlantic from the Americas. In spite of an
unprecedented Allied shipbuilding effort, German U-boats were
causing severe damage to this vital supply line. In order to
defeat Nazi Germany, the Allies had to eliminate the deadly Uboat threat. In this volume commemorating the fiftieth
anniversary of the campaign, historians from both sides of the
ocean offer new insights into Germany's Atlantic offensive and
the Allied victory over it."Deserves an audience not only among
scholars of military history and international relations but also
among those interested in questions of race, social welfare,
labor, and the relationship between the individual citizen and
the state in the twentieth century." -- Journal of American
HistoryNow available in a revised and updated version, this book
examines Western warfare from antiquity to the present day.It
has long been acknowledged that the study of war and warfare
demands careful consideration of technology, institutions, social
organization, and more. But, for some, the so-called "war and
society" approach increasingly included everything but
explained nothing, because it all too often seemed to ignore the
events on the battlefield itself. The military historians in Warfare
and Culture in World History return us to the battlefield, but
they do so through a deep examination of the role of culture in
shaping military institutions and military choices. Collected here
are some of the most provocative recent efforts to analyze
warfare through a cultural lens, drawing on and aggressively
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on war and society through
sophisticated cultural analysis. With chapters ranging from an
organizational analysis of American Civil War field armies to the
soldiers' culture of late Republican Rome and debates within
Ming Chinese officialdom over extermination versus pacification,
this one volume provides a full range of case studies of how
culture, whether societal, strategic, organizational, or military,
could shape not only military institutions but also actual
battlefield choices.In this engaging book, Jeremy Black argues
that technology neither acts as an independent variable nor
operates without major limitations. This includes its capacity to
obtain end results, as technologys impact is far from simple and
its pathways are by no means clear. After considering such key
conceptual points, Black discusses important technological
advances in weaponry and power projection from sailing
warships to aircraft carriers, muskets to tanks, balloons to
unmanned dronesin each case, taking into account what
difference these advances made. He addresses not only
firepower but also power projection and technologies of
logistics, command, and control. Examining military
technologies in their historical context and the present centered
on the Revolution in Military Affairs and Military
Transformation, Black then forecasts possible future trends.In
1914, the armies and navies that faced each other were alike,
right down to the strengths of their companies and battalions
and the designs of their battleships and cruisers. Differences
were of degree rather than essence. During the interwar period,
however, the armed forces grew increasingly asymmetrical,
developing different approaches to the same problems. This
study of major military innovations in the 1920s and 1930s
explores differences in exploitation by the seven major military
powers. The comparative essays investigate how and why
innovation occurred or did not occur, and explain much of the
strategic and operative performance of the Axis and Allies in
World War II. The essays focus on several instances of how
military services developed new technology and weapons and
incorporated them into their doctrine, organization and styles of
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operations.This
is a history
of warfare,
wars and the armed
forces of Europe from the military revolution of the mid-17th
century to the Napoleonic wars.; This book is intended for broadbased undergrad courses on 18th century Europe/Britain and
the Ancien Regime. 2nd and 3rd year thematic courses on
warfare in the modern period, and students of war studies.
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